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—Thomas Conrad

Martin, vocals, guitar; Grenadier, bass; 16-piece orchestra CARA 003 (CD, available
as download, LP). 2022. Pedro Guedes, Rebecca Martin, prods.; Mário Barreiros,
eng.
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Rebecca Martin is a singer/songwriter with a small but devoted following. A"er
Midnight is a unique project for her, a collaboration with a well-established
orchestra from Portugal. Martin’s husband, bassist Larry Grenadier, is a featured
soloist.
Martin is a rarity among jazz singers: a true composer. But her songs are
performed infrequently by others, perhaps because they are so specific to her.
They are real-time dispatches from the front lines of life in the 21st century. They
document the circumstances of her soul. They deal with common subjects like
love, with uncommon insights into love’s ongoing paradoxes (“In the Nick of
Time”). O`en she writes about the fragile dynamics of the creative process itself
(“Don’t Mean a Thing at All,” “All Day Long She Wrote”). Her language never
concedes the obvious.
The orchestra is a continuous source of beauty on this album. It surrounds Martin
with an envelope of complementary impressionism. Its lush textures and rich
colors deepen the rapt atmosphere that is Martin’s natural habitat.
Martin’s vocal instrument is very fine, but sometimes what a singer can do with
her voice is less important than who she is. Martin sings from the heart with plainspoken humanity. When she takes on well-worn standards like “Willow Weep for
Me,” she gives witness, without self-pity, to heartbreak. “Lush Life” is perfect for
her. It is a song as stream of consciousness. Martin thinks it aloud, like a diary
entry.
If there is a reservation about this lovely record, it is the mix. There seems to be a
recent fashion for placing singers deep within ensembles. Martin’s gi`s as a
communicator would be more edectively presented in a mix that provided greater
discrimination between her voice and the band. ■
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Aldous Harding: Tiny Desk Concert
Intensity in songs o`en expresses itself as volume – a loud guitar,
a scream, a piercing synth line. But in the case of Aldous Harding
it's in the spaces, the pauses, and her unique delivery.

Under the Radar • 4 min read
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Niluüfer Yanya
Nilüfer Yanya thought she would have done her debut album
when she was 20. The 23-year-old’s cover of Pixies’ “Hey” in 2016
marked her out as a distinctive voice in London’s underground…

Computer Music • 2 min read
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Get Great Vocals (without Being A Great Vocalist)
If you are anything like us, you have taken the music technology route simply because it
makes music production a lot easier. (Almost to the point that it’s embarrassingly easy,
but *whisper* don’t tell anyone else!) We first started using and abusin
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Tigran Hamasyan
Hamasyan, piano; Matt Brewer, bass; Justin Brown, drums; three guests. Nonesuch
075597911473 (CD, available as download, LP). 2022. Hamasyan, prod.; Pete Min, eng.
PERFORMANCE SONICS On paper, StandArt looks promising. Tigran Hamasyan has…
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Rotel Michi S5
Like an immense night bird alo` in the gold’n sky. I should like to
sail od towards islands of flow’rs While list’ning to the perverse
sea singing In its old and bewitching rhythm. It took some time…

Stereophile • 2 min read
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WALTER SMITH III & MATTHEW STEVENS
Smith, tenor saxophone; Stevens, guitar; Kris Davis, piano; Dave Holland, bass; Terri
Lyne Carrington, drums Whirlwind WR4783 (CD, available as download, LP). 2022.
Smith, Stevens, prods.; Paul Antonell, eng. PERFORMANCE SONICS In Common is an…
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